Words of Character
Integrity- the quality or state of being of sound moral principle; uprightness,
honesty, and sincerity.
Punctuality-

the quality or condition of being on time.

Wisdom-

the power of judging rightly and following the soundest course of
action, based on knowledge, experience, understanding, etc

Courage- the attitude or response of facing and dealing with anything recognized
as dangerous, difficult, or painful, instead of withdrawing from it
Honesty- the state or quality of refraining from lying, cheating, or stealing
Commitment- The state of being bound emotionally or intellectually to a course
of action or to another person or persons

Creativity- productive originality
Initiative-

the action of taking the first step or move; responsibility for beginning
or originating.

Self Discipline- planned control and training of oneself for the sake of
development.

Leadership- the act of ruling or guiding or inspiring others
Loyalty- quality, state, or instance of faithful adherence to a person, government,
cause, duty, etc.

Consistency- the condition of holding together; firmness or thickness, as of a
liquid.

Selflessness- (selfless) without regard for oneself or one’s own interests;
unselfish.

Responsibility- the social force that binds you to your obligations and the
courses of action demanded by that force
Adaptability- n: the ability to change or be changed to fit changed circumstances

Pride- justifiable self- respect
Cheerfulness- a feeling of spontaneous good spirits
Attitude- a complex mental orientation involving beliefs and feelings and values
and dispositions to act in certain ways

Dedication- the act of binding yourself (intellectually or emotionally) to a course
of action

Motivation- the reason for the action;
Cooperation- a joint effort or operation.
Patriotism- love and loyal or zealous support of one’s own country, especially in
all matters involving other countries.

Enthusiasm- intense or eager interest
Trust- firm belief or confidence in the honesty, integrity, reliability, justice, etc. of
another person or thing

Trustworthiness-

the quality of deserving trust and confidence.

Resilient –recovering readily from adversity, depression
Reliance- certainty based on past experience;

